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Recreational Red Snapper Management 
in Mississippi 

 Important species for our coastal fishing economy 
 Mississippi has a unique fishery 

 Small For-Hire fleet 
 Habitats are changing on multiple levels 
 Fishing efforts are changing on an annual basis 

 Red Snapper management has and will continue to push 
fisheries management boundaries 
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Presentation Notes
Estimation of snapper harvest is difficult. So its important that angler effort and harvest estimates are as accurate and timely as possible. Accuracy is crucial to the current management plan because pf the way the management plan works, any fishing restrictions, season length are based off of the estimated amount harvested. a more accurate and timely estimate of in-season harvest is an important metric in preventing overages that are potentially carried over to the next year. Reporting programs like Mississippis tails n scales  allows the state to more accurately harvest within its allocated quotaLooking specifically at red snapper management in Mississippi, It’s a very popular species for our coastal fishing economy – As a popular derby fishery during summer season, it brings a lot of people down to the coast to fish.Management of the fishery needs to take into account the impact the fishery has on reef fish species and the sensitivity to different types of fishing pressuresIt’s a very unique fishery – gulf habitats are changing on multiple levels, addition of artificial reefs and changes in natural reef structures.Fishing efforts also constantly change and Tails n Scales is a useful tool to help us monitor this. It has made great progress and many other states have implemented or are working on implementing electronic reporting systems and other means of reporting to gather red snapper harvest data. Currently, with out Tails n’ Scales program we are focusing on red snapper and its working very well but we’re hoping in the future to be able to be expanded to other reef speciesIf asked, tails n scales is looking at private rec and the observer program is specifically looking at red snapper fishing in the charter industry…



MS Recreational Red Snapper Reporting 
Timeline 

Mississippi began 
voluntary reporting of 
Red Snapper harvest in 

2014 

Mississippi’s 
Commission on Marine 

Resources adopted a 
regulatory modification 

in December, 2014 
requiring reporting of all 
Red Snapper landed in 

Mississippi 

MDMR then contracted 
with a developer to 

create the electronic 
reporting system Tails n’ 

Scales 

Mandatory reporting 
with Tails n’ Scales 

began in 2015 

2016 Tails n’ Scales: 
Updated system 

including addition of 
email verification, 

archived data available 
to anglers and reporting 

of released catch 



Program Priorities 
 Allow fishery managers to collect recreational red snapper trip reports 

in real time, accurately estimate annual  harvest and effort 
 Provide Mississippi anglers with a user-friendly and efficient way to 

report red snapper harvest using their smart phones, a web portal or a 
toll-free number 

 Mississippi Department of Marine Resources is responsible for 
ensuring every angler can acquire a trip number 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week 

 Develop the system so that: 
 Anglers targeting Red Snapper must acquire a trip authorization 

number prior to fishing for them 
 Anglers must close their trip prior to opening a new one 
 Anglers have 24 hours to report their trip information before it expires 
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First, the purpose of Mississippi’s eletronic reporting programIt actually began as a voluntary program in 2014. In 2015, MS regulations mandated that red snapper harvest must be reported by all recreational anglers so we accomplished this task by creating the Tails n’ Scales eltronic reporting program. Anglers targeting red snapper have to acquire a trip authorization number prior to fishing for them as well as report trip information after the trip has been completed. The reporting program was implemented in 2015.MDMR makes sure that every angler can acquire a trip number 24/7 through several different methods.CMR adopted a regulatory modification to Title 22 requiring mandatory reporting of RS landed in MS
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A simple flow chart of the reporting process.Anglers may report using our free app available on android and iphone. They can also report on the web portal at tailsnscales.org or they can call our 1-844 number that is available 24/7 through the season.From there, the data is available to anglers so they can see their own personal catch history. DMR staff has unrestricted access to the entire database and marine patrol is able to see current trips by day along with vessel registraion numbers for enforcement purposes.The reported data then goes through a thorough validation process.A portion of the anglers are intercepted dockside by DMR staff. We gather biological data as well as validate the anglers harvest and reported trip information. Staff also call a portion of the anglers to verify trip info as well as close out any remaining expired tripsReported results are adjusted and standard error calculated to acount for any reporting biases, user error to come up with good conservative estimates





User Profile 

 



Admin Profile 



Mobile App 



Validation 
 Dockside Interviews 
 Enforcement reports – method helpful to distinguish 

between private access and public access anglers 
 E-Mail messaging and phone interviews for expired 

reports not completed by angler 
Optional Validation methods: 
 At-Sea Observations (Vessel and Aircraft) 
 Trailer Counts at Selected Docks 
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Some examples of our validation process I mentioned earlierSimilar to MRIPs design, we conducted dockside interviews specifically for Tails n’ Scales in addition to the MRIP surveys that captured red snapper anglersWe did at sea observations by boat and airplaneEnforcement reports by our marine patrolTrailer counts…



Trip Compliance Rates 

86% 

100% 



What Is The Value Of Mississippi’s 
Recreational Reporting System? 

 Seasonal trends 
 Effort analyses 
 Stock assessment inputs (effort, landings, angler universe changes, 

biological data, etc.) 
 Estimation and projection of harvest in real time 
 Can be used as a float plan 
 Protects Mississippi’s Red Snapper resource by providing accurate and 

precise estimates of red snapper harvest each year 
 Understanding our universe and user groups of anglers better each 

year 
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We’re excited about how our reporting program has progressed and it’s been a very valuable tool for us.WE’re able to look at seasonal trends, within the database we can split by user group, weekday, weekend…Effort analysesYears of data will be useful for stock assessments – effort, landings, changes in our angler universe, biological data….



Electronic Reporting System 

Pros Cons 

 Potentially cost effective 
 Real time management – instant 

access to user information 
 Ease of use and easily accessible 

by a majority of anglers 
 App customization 
 Saves time, agency resources, 

personnel 
 Prior trip authorization – allows on- 

the-water enforcement  
 

 Potentially cost prohibitive 
 System problems/malfunctions 
 User error – technical abilities 
 Time sink – takes personnel 

time, agency resources away  



Electronic Reporting System 

Pitfalls Cost Estimate 

 Initial setup time – well worth the 
effort put into the project 

 Changes/updates to existing 
structure 

 Email validation 
 Angler universe 
 Season shifts and lengths 
 Short-term or long-term reporting? 
 Self-reported data - validations 

 

 Anywhere from a few thousand to 
several hundred thousand dollars 

 Depends on: 
 Agency time and effort spent 
 Developer process 
 Multi-platform? 
 App customization 
 Expansions/Updates 
 Annual maintenance and hosting 

fees 
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Finally, a few more people Id like to thankThank you all for your attention this afternoon.
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